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The general case

• What limitations do the pinnae measurements have? 

- Do not take into account the effect of the head and body. 

• How to characterize the filtering? 

- Measure the transfer function: ratio of pressure at sound 
source to pressure of (ideally) sound reaching eardrum 

- this is called the head-related transfer function (HRTF)
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Measuring HRTFs

• Different types of HRTFs

- monaural: pressure at source vs 
ear drum

- binaural: pressure difference for 
two corresponding points in the 
ear canal
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Kemar the sound dummy

Subject with probe mics

from Blauert, 1997
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Measured monaural HRTF
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from Blauert, 1997
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Measured binaural HRTF
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from Blauert, 1997
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Problems in using HRTFs
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• HRTFs vary across subjects 

• can’t easily get an “average” 

• but can do “structural averaging”

from Blauert, 1997
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More than just direction: cues for sound distance

• Frequency independent 1/r 

• pressure attenuation – works if you know 
some properties of sound source 

• HRTF depends on distance 

• freq. dependent attenuation (long distances) 

• head movements (short distances)
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Curves have 1/r attenuation 
factored out

from Blauert, 1997
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Measured monaural HRTFs
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from Blauert, 1997
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11,000 Hz

ILD Map: azimuth and elevation
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from King et al, 2001 

700 Hz
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Pinna gain as a function of frequency
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Ear goggles: Effect of molds on pinna acoustic transfer
example, at elevation -40 degrees, there was a pro-
found notch at about 6 kHz and a peak near 12 kHz.
The position and presence of such peaks and notches
varies in a systematic, albeit complex, manner with
elevation6–9. There were marked changes after insert-
ing the mold (Fig. 1b).

During the adaptation period, each subject’s local-
ization performance in two dimensions (2D) was
quantified several times a week under open-loop con-
ditions. Because of the method used to measure local-
ization performance, the target domain was confined
to positions within the oculomotor range (± 40
degrees straight ahead in all directions)13. We deter-
mined baseline behavior in response to white-noise
sounds presented at random locations for all four sub-
jects (Fig. 2a). Both azimuth and elevation compo-
nents of the measured eye-movement vectors correlate
well with the actual stimulus directions, and the first-
saccade end points accurately capture the spatial struc-
ture defined by the stimulus locations. Perfect behavior
would require that the averaged saccade responses
align with the stimulus matrix. The data were also
quantified by determining linear regression lines
between target and response coordinates, for eleva-
tion and azimuth components, respectively. The fit-
ted slopes, together with their standard deviations, are
provided in Fig. 3. Here, the range for the mean
absolute errors across target positions (!" for eleva-
tion, and !# for azimuth components) as well as Pear-
son’s linear correlation coefficients (r" and r#,
respectively) are provided for each row. Both the
azimuth and elevation components of saccadic
responses are quite accurate for all four subjects before
application of the molds (!", 4.2–7.7 degrees; !#,
2.9–6.6 degrees; r", 0.92–0.96; r#, 0.97–0.98) (Fig. 2a).

Immediately after application of the molds, however, local-
ization performance was dramatically disrupted, as far as the
detection of sound elevation was concerned. All subjects per-
ceived the sound at a roughly fixed, eccentric elevation angle
(given by the offset value of the regression line, which fell below
-20 degrees for subjects PH, JO and JR, and was about +20
degrees for MZ), regardless of the actual stimulus elevation (Fig.
2b). (Saccade responses scatter around an approximately hori-
zontal line.) The azimuth component of the responses, howev-
er, seemed to be almost unaffected and still accurate (!",
16.3–23.0 degrees; !#, 3.8–8.3 degrees; r", 0.0–-0.3; r#, 0.97–0.98).
This result underlines the importance of the spectral cues in
sound elevation localization in humans; it also demonstrates the
existence of independent neural mechanisms for the detection
of sound source azimuth and elevation.

After wearing the molds for several days, localization accura-
cy steadily improved over time in all subjects (Fig. 2c). There was
some stimulus-related structure in the elevation responses, which
is apparent from significant values of the gains and decreasing
offset values for the regression lines (!", 11.1–-16.5 degrees; !#,
3.3–8.3 degrees; r", 0.63–0.82; r#, 0.97–0.98). This improvement,
depicted by the systematic ‘unfolding’ of the response matrices,
continued for about three to six weeks, after which the learning
process seemed to stabilize (!", 7.4–12.6 degrees; !#, 4.2–7.0
degrees; r", 0.78–0.89; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2d).

After localization performance had reached a stable level,
the molds were removed and the subject’s behavior was tested
without the molds. Interestingly, immediately after adaptation,

the subject’s localization accuracy with undisturbed ears was
still as high as before the start of the experiment (!", 4.5–9.6
degrees; !#, 4.5–5.6 degrees; r", 0.95–0.96; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2e).
The largest absolute elevation errors in the control conditions
are for subject PH, who displayed a systematic downward
response bias. Apparently, the auditory system had acquired a
new representation of the pinna transfer functions, without
interfering with the old set.

We made adaptation curves (azimuth and elevation gain
as a function of time) for all four subjects (Fig. 3). Qualita-
tively, the results are very similar, although idiosyncratic dif-
ferences in the learning behavior, as well as in the overall
performance accuracy may also be noted. As long as several
days after the adaptation session was concluded, subjects could
still localize adequately with the molds, although the overall
elevation gain slowly decreased with time (tested in three sub-
jects, data not shown). However, we cannot exclude any con-
tribution of subtle differences in the spectral localization cues
provided by the individual molds.

Discussion
These experiments show that the adult human auditory system is
capable of considerable adaptation in response to altered spec-
tral cues. This finding corroborates earlier results from barn owls
in which the ability to adjust the auditory space map in the optic
tectum in response to altered acoustic cues (induced by cutting
the facial ruff) persists into adulthood21. It differs qualitatively
from findings showing that changes in the auditory space map
in response to prisms are strongly limited by age in this species22.

Fig. 1. Effect of molds on pinna acoustic transfer. The human pinna filters the
acoustic spectrum in a direction-dependent way. (a) Normal pinna transfer
functions of the right ear of one subject. (b) Pinna transfer functions of the
same ear after application of the mold (see also photograph). The linear
acoustic transfer functions are shown as a function of frequency (ordinate) and
sound direction (abscissa) in the midsagittal plane (azimuth zero degrees; ele-
vation from -40 to +50 degrees). Color encodes the amplitude (in dB) of the
transfer function. A value of zero dB indicates that the presence of the head
and pinna does not change the sound pressure amplitude of a tone at that par-
ticular frequency and elevation. Light colors correspond to sound amplifica-
tion; dark areas refer to sound attenuation.
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example, at elevation -40 degrees, there was a pro-
found notch at about 6 kHz and a peak near 12 kHz.
The position and presence of such peaks and notches
varies in a systematic, albeit complex, manner with
elevation6–9. There were marked changes after insert-
ing the mold (Fig. 1b).

During the adaptation period, each subject’s local-
ization performance in two dimensions (2D) was
quantified several times a week under open-loop con-
ditions. Because of the method used to measure local-
ization performance, the target domain was confined
to positions within the oculomotor range (± 40
degrees straight ahead in all directions)13. We deter-
mined baseline behavior in response to white-noise
sounds presented at random locations for all four sub-
jects (Fig. 2a). Both azimuth and elevation compo-
nents of the measured eye-movement vectors correlate
well with the actual stimulus directions, and the first-
saccade end points accurately capture the spatial struc-
ture defined by the stimulus locations. Perfect behavior
would require that the averaged saccade responses
align with the stimulus matrix. The data were also
quantified by determining linear regression lines
between target and response coordinates, for eleva-
tion and azimuth components, respectively. The fit-
ted slopes, together with their standard deviations, are
provided in Fig. 3. Here, the range for the mean
absolute errors across target positions (!" for eleva-
tion, and !# for azimuth components) as well as Pear-
son’s linear correlation coefficients (r" and r#,
respectively) are provided for each row. Both the
azimuth and elevation components of saccadic
responses are quite accurate for all four subjects before
application of the molds (!", 4.2–7.7 degrees; !#,
2.9–6.6 degrees; r", 0.92–0.96; r#, 0.97–0.98) (Fig. 2a).

Immediately after application of the molds, however, local-
ization performance was dramatically disrupted, as far as the
detection of sound elevation was concerned. All subjects per-
ceived the sound at a roughly fixed, eccentric elevation angle
(given by the offset value of the regression line, which fell below
-20 degrees for subjects PH, JO and JR, and was about +20
degrees for MZ), regardless of the actual stimulus elevation (Fig.
2b). (Saccade responses scatter around an approximately hori-
zontal line.) The azimuth component of the responses, howev-
er, seemed to be almost unaffected and still accurate (!",
16.3–23.0 degrees; !#, 3.8–8.3 degrees; r", 0.0–-0.3; r#, 0.97–0.98).
This result underlines the importance of the spectral cues in
sound elevation localization in humans; it also demonstrates the
existence of independent neural mechanisms for the detection
of sound source azimuth and elevation.

After wearing the molds for several days, localization accura-
cy steadily improved over time in all subjects (Fig. 2c). There was
some stimulus-related structure in the elevation responses, which
is apparent from significant values of the gains and decreasing
offset values for the regression lines (!", 11.1–-16.5 degrees; !#,
3.3–8.3 degrees; r", 0.63–0.82; r#, 0.97–0.98). This improvement,
depicted by the systematic ‘unfolding’ of the response matrices,
continued for about three to six weeks, after which the learning
process seemed to stabilize (!", 7.4–12.6 degrees; !#, 4.2–7.0
degrees; r", 0.78–0.89; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2d).

After localization performance had reached a stable level,
the molds were removed and the subject’s behavior was tested
without the molds. Interestingly, immediately after adaptation,

the subject’s localization accuracy with undisturbed ears was
still as high as before the start of the experiment (!", 4.5–9.6
degrees; !#, 4.5–5.6 degrees; r", 0.95–0.96; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2e).
The largest absolute elevation errors in the control conditions
are for subject PH, who displayed a systematic downward
response bias. Apparently, the auditory system had acquired a
new representation of the pinna transfer functions, without
interfering with the old set.

We made adaptation curves (azimuth and elevation gain
as a function of time) for all four subjects (Fig. 3). Qualita-
tively, the results are very similar, although idiosyncratic dif-
ferences in the learning behavior, as well as in the overall
performance accuracy may also be noted. As long as several
days after the adaptation session was concluded, subjects could
still localize adequately with the molds, although the overall
elevation gain slowly decreased with time (tested in three sub-
jects, data not shown). However, we cannot exclude any con-
tribution of subtle differences in the spectral localization cues
provided by the individual molds.

Discussion
These experiments show that the adult human auditory system is
capable of considerable adaptation in response to altered spec-
tral cues. This finding corroborates earlier results from barn owls
in which the ability to adjust the auditory space map in the optic
tectum in response to altered acoustic cues (induced by cutting
the facial ruff) persists into adulthood21. It differs qualitatively
from findings showing that changes in the auditory space map
in response to prisms are strongly limited by age in this species22.

Fig. 1. Effect of molds on pinna acoustic transfer. The human pinna filters the
acoustic spectrum in a direction-dependent way. (a) Normal pinna transfer
functions of the right ear of one subject. (b) Pinna transfer functions of the
same ear after application of the mold (see also photograph). The linear
acoustic transfer functions are shown as a function of frequency (ordinate) and
sound direction (abscissa) in the midsagittal plane (azimuth zero degrees; ele-
vation from -40 to +50 degrees). Color encodes the amplitude (in dB) of the
transfer function. A value of zero dB indicates that the presence of the head
and pinna does not change the sound pressure amplitude of a tone at that par-
ticular frequency and elevation. Light colors correspond to sound amplifica-
tion; dark areas refer to sound attenuation.
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example, at elevation -40 degrees, there was a pro-
found notch at about 6 kHz and a peak near 12 kHz.
The position and presence of such peaks and notches
varies in a systematic, albeit complex, manner with
elevation6–9. There were marked changes after insert-
ing the mold (Fig. 1b).

During the adaptation period, each subject’s local-
ization performance in two dimensions (2D) was
quantified several times a week under open-loop con-
ditions. Because of the method used to measure local-
ization performance, the target domain was confined
to positions within the oculomotor range (± 40
degrees straight ahead in all directions)13. We deter-
mined baseline behavior in response to white-noise
sounds presented at random locations for all four sub-
jects (Fig. 2a). Both azimuth and elevation compo-
nents of the measured eye-movement vectors correlate
well with the actual stimulus directions, and the first-
saccade end points accurately capture the spatial struc-
ture defined by the stimulus locations. Perfect behavior
would require that the averaged saccade responses
align with the stimulus matrix. The data were also
quantified by determining linear regression lines
between target and response coordinates, for eleva-
tion and azimuth components, respectively. The fit-
ted slopes, together with their standard deviations, are
provided in Fig. 3. Here, the range for the mean
absolute errors across target positions (!" for eleva-
tion, and !# for azimuth components) as well as Pear-
son’s linear correlation coefficients (r" and r#,
respectively) are provided for each row. Both the
azimuth and elevation components of saccadic
responses are quite accurate for all four subjects before
application of the molds (!", 4.2–7.7 degrees; !#,
2.9–6.6 degrees; r", 0.92–0.96; r#, 0.97–0.98) (Fig. 2a).

Immediately after application of the molds, however, local-
ization performance was dramatically disrupted, as far as the
detection of sound elevation was concerned. All subjects per-
ceived the sound at a roughly fixed, eccentric elevation angle
(given by the offset value of the regression line, which fell below
-20 degrees for subjects PH, JO and JR, and was about +20
degrees for MZ), regardless of the actual stimulus elevation (Fig.
2b). (Saccade responses scatter around an approximately hori-
zontal line.) The azimuth component of the responses, howev-
er, seemed to be almost unaffected and still accurate (!",
16.3–23.0 degrees; !#, 3.8–8.3 degrees; r", 0.0–-0.3; r#, 0.97–0.98).
This result underlines the importance of the spectral cues in
sound elevation localization in humans; it also demonstrates the
existence of independent neural mechanisms for the detection
of sound source azimuth and elevation.

After wearing the molds for several days, localization accura-
cy steadily improved over time in all subjects (Fig. 2c). There was
some stimulus-related structure in the elevation responses, which
is apparent from significant values of the gains and decreasing
offset values for the regression lines (!", 11.1–-16.5 degrees; !#,
3.3–8.3 degrees; r", 0.63–0.82; r#, 0.97–0.98). This improvement,
depicted by the systematic ‘unfolding’ of the response matrices,
continued for about three to six weeks, after which the learning
process seemed to stabilize (!", 7.4–12.6 degrees; !#, 4.2–7.0
degrees; r", 0.78–0.89; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2d).

After localization performance had reached a stable level,
the molds were removed and the subject’s behavior was tested
without the molds. Interestingly, immediately after adaptation,

the subject’s localization accuracy with undisturbed ears was
still as high as before the start of the experiment (!", 4.5–9.6
degrees; !#, 4.5–5.6 degrees; r", 0.95–0.96; r#, 0.98) (Fig. 2e).
The largest absolute elevation errors in the control conditions
are for subject PH, who displayed a systematic downward
response bias. Apparently, the auditory system had acquired a
new representation of the pinna transfer functions, without
interfering with the old set.

We made adaptation curves (azimuth and elevation gain
as a function of time) for all four subjects (Fig. 3). Qualita-
tively, the results are very similar, although idiosyncratic dif-
ferences in the learning behavior, as well as in the overall
performance accuracy may also be noted. As long as several
days after the adaptation session was concluded, subjects could
still localize adequately with the molds, although the overall
elevation gain slowly decreased with time (tested in three sub-
jects, data not shown). However, we cannot exclude any con-
tribution of subtle differences in the spectral localization cues
provided by the individual molds.

Discussion
These experiments show that the adult human auditory system is
capable of considerable adaptation in response to altered spec-
tral cues. This finding corroborates earlier results from barn owls
in which the ability to adjust the auditory space map in the optic
tectum in response to altered acoustic cues (induced by cutting
the facial ruff) persists into adulthood21. It differs qualitatively
from findings showing that changes in the auditory space map
in response to prisms are strongly limited by age in this species22.

Fig. 1. Effect of molds on pinna acoustic transfer. The human pinna filters the
acoustic spectrum in a direction-dependent way. (a) Normal pinna transfer
functions of the right ear of one subject. (b) Pinna transfer functions of the
same ear after application of the mold (see also photograph). The linear
acoustic transfer functions are shown as a function of frequency (ordinate) and
sound direction (abscissa) in the midsagittal plane (azimuth zero degrees; ele-
vation from -40 to +50 degrees). Color encodes the amplitude (in dB) of the
transfer function. A value of zero dB indicates that the presence of the head
and pinna does not change the sound pressure amplitude of a tone at that par-
ticular frequency and elevation. Light colors correspond to sound amplifica-
tion; dark areas refer to sound attenuation.
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Hofman et al (1998)
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between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
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initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.
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between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.

between those cues and the locations in space to
which they correspond is changing.

But recent behavioural and neurophysiological
findings indicate that auditory localization can, at
least under certain conditions, show substantial
plasticity well into adulthood. In owls, the capacity
of the auditory system to adjust to, and recover from,
abnormal visual experience depends not only on the
age of the animal, but also on the richness of the
environment in which it is raised55. In particular, 
the tectal map of auditory space and the accuracy of
head orienting responses in prism-reared owls will
shift back to normal after prism removal at any age if
the owls are kept in large aviaries, whereas this
capacity for recovery is restricted to the period
leading up to sexual maturity in birds that are
housed in individual cages. Moreover, although the
initial adjustment to abnormal visual cues is
developmentally regulated, the ITD tuning of tectal
neurones will gradually re-adapt, following an
intervening period of normal experience, to a second
exposure to the same prisms in adulthood56. No
adjustments are made at this stage, however, to
prisms that shift the visual field by different
magnitudes or in other directions. In both cases,
these late adaptive responses can be understood in
terms of the anatomical changes induced by prism
rearing in infancy (Fig. 5): circuits for both normal
and abnormal auditory maps are likely to be present,
and either set might be expressed in later life
according to the prevailing visual inputs.

Psychophysical studies of sound localization in
mammals also reveal a capacity for plasticity in
adulthood. By using modified VAS stimuli,
Shinn-Cunningham and colleagues57 have shown
that human listeners can be rapidly trained to
reinterpret the relationship between auditory
localization cues and directions in space. More
extensive adaptation has been observed by altering
spectral cues over a longer time period. To achieve
this, Hofman and colleagues fitted moulds to each
external ear, which, as expected, disrupted the
ability of their subjects to make elevation
judgments58 (Fig. 6). These errors gradually
disappeared over a period of several weeks,
indicating that the subjects had learned to associate
new spectral cues with each direction in space.
Substantial recovery in the accuracy of sound
localization in the horizontal plane has also been
observed in adult ferrets after chronically plugging
one ear46.

In contrast to the effects of prisms on auditory
space processing in owls, the adult plasticity
demonstrated in these studies does not appear to
depend on previous experience of the abnormal cues
during development. Intriguing insights into the
underlying mechanisms that might be involved are
provided by the consequences of returning to the
subjects’unmodified ears. For example, only small
after-effects are observed following earplug removal
in ferrets that have learned to localize accurately,
either in infancy or adulthood, with one ear occluded,
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Fig. 6. Learning to localize sounds with new ears in adult humans. In
this study, the accuracy of sound localization was assessed by
measuring eye movements made by human listeners towards the
source of a broadband sound, which was presented at locations
encompassed by the black grid in each of the panels. The end points of
saccadic eye movements made by one subject are indicated by the red
dots. The blue dots and connecting lines represent the average saccade
vectors for targets located within neighbouring sectors of the stimulus
grid. The overlap between the response and target matrices under
normal listening conditions (Pre control) shows that auditory saccades
are quite accurate. Moulds were then fitted to each external ear, which
altered the spatial pattern of spectral cues. Measurements made
immediately following application of the moulds (Day 0) showed that
elevation judgments were severely disrupted, whereas azimuth
localization within this limited region of space was unaffected.
However, localization performance gradually improved over the next
few weeks before stabilizing at a level close to that observed before 
the moulds were applied. No after-effect was observed after removing
the moulds (Post control), as the subjects were able to localize sounds
as accurately as they did in the pre control condition. Adapted, with
permission, from Ref. 58.
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What about head movements?
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How do we make front-back discriminations?

• pinna are asymmetric 

• head movements

• What cues do head movements provide?

- changes in ITD and IID 

- changes in sound spectrum

17

from Blauert, 1997
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Cone of confusion

18

All points on cone are same relative distance to each each ear.

from Blauert, 1997
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Evaluating the Role of Head Movements

• Usually heads are immobilized in localization experts. 

• Thurlow, Mangles, and Runge, 1967: test subjects ability to freely localize 

- 10 sound sources in anechoic chamber 
- subjects blind-folded 
- free to move head, but kept torso still 
- 500-700 Hz or 7.5-8 kHz

• Their observations:

- Monaural can be as good as binaural if head movements are allowed.
- First movement is to orient to (perceived) sound direction.
- Most move their head back and forth more than once.
- Most movements were rotations.

• What do head movements with headphone sounds say about the perception that 
the sound is in head? 

- Inside is the only consistent location.
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Can head movements give you externalization?

• A Test by Wallach (1938; 1939)

- sound moves with head

- (almost) transient free switch

- ratio between head movement 
and switch variable

• Speakers are behind subject’s head, 
sound moves with the head.

20

Above (usually)

Where do subjects think the 
sound is?

from Blauert, 1997
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Another test of externalization

• Now speakers are in front, but sound 
moves at 2x head angle

21

ATestofExternalization(Wallach1938;1939)

Soundmoveswithhead:

•(almost)transientfreeswitch

•ratiobetweenheadmovementand
switchvariable

Wheredoestheauditoryimageappear?

•Speakersarebehindhead,soundmoveswithhead:
overhead(usually)

ComputationalPerceptionandSceneAnalysis,Jan20,2004/MichaelS.Lewicki,CMU!!!
!

?32

θ

2θ

movement
head

source
sound

initial position after rotating angle θ

Behind the head, in all 15 subjects.

Now where do subjects think 
the sound is?
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The computational problem

Three general approaches: 

1. Approximate analytic solutions: 

Simplify physics and solve for variables of interest

 

2. Empirical solutions: 

Measure sound field transformations and solve inverse problem 

3. Adaptive solutions: 

Make minimal assumptions and estimate inverse function 
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